Emergencies Happen!
Dynarex is there for you!

Thousands of EMS products for all emergency situations.

Add These New EMS Products to Your Offering!

- Heavy Duty Black Body Bags
- Post-Mortem Bag Kits
- Cardboard Splints with Foam
- Mini Scissors
- Bandage Shears

Also Good for First Aid/Kit Packers!

Wrapped in an individual poly bag.

See Reverse Side for More Product Details
Heavy Duty Black Body Bag
4776

Dynarex heavy duty black body bag comes with six handles for easy transport and has an envelope style closure. Includes three toe tags and hazard labels. 12 mil thickness. Double zipper construction for easy closure.

Mini Scissors
4190


Bandage Shears
4180-4187

Bandage shears come in multiple colors. Stainless steel construction with one serrated edge. Strong enough to cut clothing and seat belts. Wrapped in an individual poly bag.